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1. Introduction and summary. In this paper it is shown that
the solutions (the outgoing scattering waves) of the Dirichlet zero
boundary value problem for the equation
(1.1)
in an exterior domain in 3-space is approximated in a certain sense by
the solutions of the equations in the whole space
(1.2) (-zl+q(x)+nz(x))=[kl p, n-l, 2,....
Here K is an obstacle and Z denotes the characteristic unction of K.

The same problem for discrete eigenvalues was co nsidered by K.
0eda [5] and he showed the convergence o negative eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions. There are some other convergence problems of this
type. For instance, P. Werner [7] proved that the scattering waves
or the exterior Neumann problem can be approximated by the waves
in the whole space when the damping actor is made large in the
obstacle.

Let K be a compact setcR3. We suppose that 3K, the boundary
of K, is a closed surface of class C, and that the complement o K is
connected. The potential unction q(x) is assumed to be a real-valued,
ttSlder continuous unction of x e R3, satisfying the inequality
<=C]xl-- or ]x]>__Ro with positive constants C, and R0. The non-
zero 3-vector/ is fixed throughout this paper.

In what follows, we denote by H(?2) the Sobolev space of order
m over a domain ?2, by I1, the norm in H(9) and by Ho(?2) the local
space. Furthermore, let us denote by H(9) the closure of C(9)in
H(?2).

Problem (I). Find a function (x) on R--K which satisfies the
following conditions" i) f e H2(R--K)H(R--K) where (x) is an
arbitrary function in C(R-K) with (x)--1 near K and (x)=_O for
large Ixl’; ii) p(x) satisfies (1.1) in the sense of distributions; iii) v(x)
--q(x)-e’x satisfies the radiation condition at infinity
(.a) v(x)=O(Ixl-), (/lx]-ill)v(x)=o(Ixl-)
uniformly with respect to every direction.

1) Under these assumptions, however, becomes the classical solution. That
is, is twice continuously differentiable in RS-K and continuous up to the boundary.
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Problem (II). Find a function (x) on R which satisfies the
ii) q(x) satisfies (1 2) in the sensefollowing conditions; ),qn e Hoo(R );

of distributions; iii) Vn(X)----q(x)--e’ satisfies the radiation condition
(.3).

The existence and the uniqueness of the solutions of Problems (I)
and (II) have been proved under weaker assumptions. (Cf. Ikebe [1],
[2], Werner [6].) Though the main purpose of the present work is to
prove the convergence of ?n to f, it gives another proof of the exist-
ence o f. Our proo is essentially based on the uniqueness o
(Lemma 3), which was obtained as a consequence of Kato’s theorem on
the growth properties of solutions ([3]).

Theorem. There exists a unique solution of (I), and n--q as
n--.c in the following sense" i) in Hoo(R3--K) ii) in L,loo(R3) if q(x) is
extended to the whole space by setting (x)-O in K; iii) uniformly in
R3--D where D is an arbitrary bounded open set including K.

The author acknowledges Professor Shige Toshi Kuroda for his
kind and helpful advices.

2. Proof of the theorem. In what follows, we take and fix a set
D having the properties described in the theorem. Let 4Xn Cq--Cnei’x

/Wn (C>0). We put a new normalization condition on ,
(2.1) c + Ilwnl 0,. + SUpxe,_ [Wn(X) 1

where II0, means the L.-norm over D. (Note that n(X) is necessarily
bounded in the whole space.)

Lemma 1. There exists a subsequence of ,fn which converges to
a e HIo(R ) in the following sense" i) in L(D) ii) in Hoo(R-K) iii)
uniformly in R-D.

Proof. Let /2, t’ be arbitrary bounded open sets such that
/2 tO’ cR-K. Here Ac B means that A and B are open, A, the
closure of A, is compact and AcB. Since ln-(q-[kl) in tO’, it
follows from the interior estimate for A that
(2.2) I., const. 4Xnl 0,"
Thus, noting that IInll0,,’ is bounded by (2.1), we have
and hence, in particular,

Now we consider a selfadjoint operator An- z/+ q +nz in L(R)
with domain D(A)-H(R). Since A is bounded below uniformly with
respect to n, one has I(An+ t)-illi, n=1,2, ..., for sufficiently large
constants t and M. Let a e C(R) be such that a(x)--1 on D. Then
Un--(An+ t)(Orn)-- (I 1+ t)an--27. 7--(o)n, n--l, 2, ..., orm a

bounded sequence in L(R) because the support of 7a.17 is compact
and cR-K. Hence, from

(2.3) M llunll Ra[(An + t)-lun]tndX-- fR(o*n)[(An-)- t)(On)]dx
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we obtain Ig()l0,const. According to Rellich’s theorem we can
find a subsequence of converging in the sense o L(D) to some

e H(D).
Since ],const., there exists a subsequence o converging

to some in the sense of H(9), and hence, of L(9). But another use
o (2.2) shows that the convergence is in H(9’’) where 9" 9. There-
ore, by means of the diagonal process applied to a countable open
covering of R--K, one can select a subsequence , which converges
in Ho(R--K) to a unction .

What remains is to prove iii). Since w--ce’ satisfies the
radiation condition (1.3), it ollows rom Green’s ormula that

(2 4) w(x)--Ie[(x y) wn (x, y)) w(y)]dS
--[ (x, y)q(y)wn(Y)dy, x G

G

where (x, y)--(4)-e -/]x--y], 3G a closed surface of class C
lying in D--K, G its exterior domain and the outer normal to 3G at
y. Choose a subsequence n’ so that, in H[o(R-K) and c,c O.
Then w,w=--ce’ in Ho(R--K), and hence the traces
and (3w,/3,)1o converge in L(3G) to those of w. Therefore, the
first integral of (2.4) converges uniformly in R--D.

Let e >0 be given. Because of the rapid decrease of q(y) and uni-
form boundedness of w in R--D, we can find an R--R so large that

(x,y)q(y)[w(y)-w(y)]dy <e
holds for any n and x e G. On the other hand, the integral over
G{y[<R} tends to zero as n’, because w,w in L(Ga) and q
is bounded. This shows that , converges uniformly in R--D.

Lemma 2. i) satisfies the equation (1.1) in R--K; ii)
e H(R--K)H(R-K) where is a function described in (I); iii) w
satisfies the radiation condition.

Proof. The assertion i) follows from the fact that ,@ in
Ho(R--K). It follows from (2.3) that []Z@]]0,.gconst. JM/nO as
n. Therefore --0 in K, which shows e H(R-K). That
e H(R-K) is a consequence of the boundary estimate for A (see e.g.
[4]). Since (2.4) is valid for w, and since q(x)-O(]x--), ]x], it is
well known that w satisfies the radiation condition.

Lemma .) The solution of (I) is unique. In other words, if
2) At least in our case, we have only to note that Green’s ’ormula gives

I [ll’+qll’-Iklll]dx=I r[O/Olxl]dS=ilkll li’dS+(1)rlarger"
{Ixl<r}-K Ixi= Ix[=r
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satisfies the radiation condition as well as i) and ii) of Lemma 2, then
--0 in R--K.

Lemma 4. There exists a positive constant h such that c>=h for
n-l, 2,

Proof. Suppose there were a subsequence c,-0. By Lemma 1
applied to ,), there would be a subsequence ,, of , converging to
--w. Hence, Lemmas 2 and 3 show that --0 in the whole space.
But this is impossible because of (2.1).

Proof of the theorem. If we choose a subsequence n o n in such
a way that c,---.c and ,-, then, in virtue of Lemma 4, c,c-
and hence 9,--c;,n,C-+--(f. By Lemma 3, the limit 9 is unique.
This means that every subsequence of n does have a subsequence con-
verging to . Therefore, n itself must converge to .
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Therefore we have l@l:dS=o(1). Then Kato’s theorem and the unique con-

tinuation theorem on the elliptic equation give =0 in R3-K.
3) All discussions can be carried out even if n of (1.2) is replaced by any an

diverging to infinity. Thus, Lemma 1 can be applied to any subsequence
instead of


